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UWB RSS-based Localization for Capsule
Endoscopy using a Multilayer Phantom and In
Vivo Measurements
Martina Barbi, Concepcion Garcia-Pardo, Andrea Nevarez,
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Abstract— In recent years, localization for capsule endoscopy
applications using Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology has
become an attractive field of investigation due to its potential
benefits for patients. Literature concerning performance analysis
of RF-based localization techniques for in-body applications at
UWB frequencies is very limited. Available studies mainly rely
on Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations, using
digital human models and on experimental measurements by
means of homogeneous phantoms. Nevertheless, no realistic
analysis based on multilayer phantom measurements or through
in vivo experiment has been reported yet. This paper investigates
the performance of RSS-based approach for two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional localization (3D) in the UWB
frequency band. For 2D localization, experimental laboratory
measurements using a two-layer phantom based setup have been
conducted. For 3D localization, data from a recently conducted in
vivo experiment have been used. Localization accuracy using
path loss (PL) models, under ideal and not ideal channel
estimation assumptions, are compared. Results show that under
not ideal channel assumption the relative localization error
slightly increases for the 2D case but not for the in vivo 3D case.
Impact of receivers selection on the localization accuracy has also
been investigated for both, 2D and 3D, cases.
Index Terms—Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE), UltraWideband (UWB), in-body localization, heterogeneous phantom,
in vivo measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) is a revolutionary
invention introduced in the medical sector several years ago.
A tiny capsule, equipped with a camera, is swallowed by the
patient. As it travels along the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, it
takes thousands of pictures (up to 6 per seconds) and sends
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them to an external recorder located on a belt around the
patient’s waist. When the recorder is returned, the physician is
able to visualize a video of the whole patient’s small bowel
and detect potential abnormalities by visual inspection.
However, the images provided by current capsule endoscope
are not very high quality [1]. Moreover, a precise localization
of anomalies is highly important for their subsequent
treatment. In fact, the position estimation of the pill is
currently very inaccurate by using proprietary software
applications provided to hospitals [2], [3] so the doctor cannot
precisely locate detected diseases. Besides, not only precise
location but also an accurate tracking of the capsule is of
fundamental importance for the future of this technology [4].
In literature, many different approaches are available to
locate the capsule endoscope. Several techniques use the radio
frequency (RF) signals [5], [6], others magnetic fields [7], [8]
and others imaging processing techniques [9], [10], [11].
RF-based localization inside the human body is an
evolution of RF technology applied to indoor localization.
Therefore, in literature, same techniques used for indoor
localization are being investigated and adapted for capsule
endoscope localization. However, in this case, the presence of
the body tissues, instead of air, is even more problematic for
the localization procedure, specifically in the Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) frequency band. In fact, the human body consists of
different types of tissue each having its own electromagnetic
properties. Particularly, permittivity and conductivity vary
over the different tissues and present values much higher than
those of the air. Moreover, these electromagnetic properties
are frequency-dependent. As a consequence, the RF signal at
UWB frequencies suffers from large frequency-dependent
attenuation and severe multipath conditions which makes
ranging distance estimation very challenging. Despite these
issues the use of the RF signal, that the WCE uses for images
transmission, also for localization purposes constitutes an
optimal solution to keep the hardware of the capsule simple.
Through this approach, firstly, a ranging estimation is
performed. Secondly, the coordinates of the in-body source
are calculated through trilateration methods. Ranging
estimation is commonly accomplished by using distancedependent parameters such as received signal strength (RSS)
[12], time of arrival (ToA) [12], [13], time difference of
arrival (TDoA) [13] or phase difference of arrival (PDoA)
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[14], [15]. In particular, RSS-based localization, is commonly
implemented due to its simplicity [12], [16]. Using this
approach, the ranging estimation is performed estimating the
attenuation suffered by the received signal and relating this
with a previously established model of the attenuation as a
function of the distance from the source (path loss model).
Thus, the localization performance highly relies on the
accuracy of the model [4].
Current capsule endoscopes operate in the MICS frequency
band (402-405 MHz). Although this band offers good
penetration of the signal for in-body applications, the data rate
(up to 500 Kbps) is too low to support high quality images [1].
In order to achieve this goal, in recent years Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) technology, has been under investigation for future
capsule endoscopes due to its many advantages [17].
Particularly, the lowest part of the UWB spectrum (3.1-5.1
GHz) is being considered in literature, due to the unaffordable
signal attenuation above this frequency range [18].
Currently, performance analysis of RF-based localization
techniques in the MICS frequency band are widely available
[19]. On the contrary, studies conducted in the UWB
frequency band are very limited. For RSS-based ranging, the
main issue is the lack of standardized path loss models for inbody to on-body communications at UWB frequencies.
Results through RF-based signals and compressive sensing
are obtained in [16] using Computer Simulation Technology
(CST) simulator with Finite Integration Technique (FIT)
solver in 1-3 and 3-5 GHz frequency bands. Best performance
showed a mean localization error of 40 mm. RSS-based
approach is investigated in [20], through FIT simulator, in 1-6
GHz frequency band, showing a localization accuracy in the
cm range. Authors in [21], address the crucial problem of
ranging with UWB signals inside the human body using
XFDTD software platform, in 3.4-4.8 GHz frequency range.
Measurements campaign at 2-2.4 GHz using a homogeneous
phantom model to investigate the influence of body tissue on
the accuracy of ToA-based ranging technique is presented in
[22]. Besides possible inaccuracy of the UWB phantom model
used, homogeneous phantoms only emulate one human tissue
therefore they cannot model with sufficient accuracy the
complex human body scenario.
Performing
UWB
heterogeneous
phantoms-based
measurements is not as simple as for the homogeneous
phantom case because of the complexity to accurately mimic
the electromagnetic properties of different human tissues in
the whole UWB frequency band. Recently, researchers at
Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) [23], [24], [25]
have accomplished with this necessity. Furthermore, a
customized measurement setup, presented in Section III.A, has
been proposed in order to improve the measurements accuracy
for in-body scenarios [26]. Regarding in vivo measurements,
experiments in living animals are not easy to conduct as they
are subject to ethical restrictions and extremely costly as
dedicated facilities and a specialized medical team are
required. Despite these difficulties, in vivo measurements, as
previously pointed out, is the most realistic approach for inbody radio channel characterization and thus, for the testing of
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RF-based localization techniques.
To the best of the author’s knowledge no implementation of
RF-based localization techniques at UWB frequencies, using
either an experimental heterogeneous phantom or through in
vivo experiments has been reported yet. Particularly, in vivo
measurements are of high relevance in order to test developed
localization algorithms in a scenario which is the closest to
reality, compared to laboratory measurements (controlled
environment) and simulations (ideal environment).
In this paper, the performance of RSS-based localization
technique for UWB in-body to on-body (IB2OB)
communications are investigated. To this aim, laboratory
measurements using a customized multilayer phantom-based
testbed as well as in vivo experiment have been conducted.
Localization results obtained for both measurement campaigns
are then compared, in order to analyze the performance in case
of an emulated WCE scenario (laboratory) and in case of a
most realistic one (in vivo). Two-dimensional (2D)
localization is performed based on the experimental laboratory
measurements while three-dimensional (3D) positioning is
performed through the in vivo data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II briefly describe the real WCE scenario and the one
emulated through experimental measurements. Section III
presents the experimental measurements campaign conducted
in laboratory as well as the in vivo experiment. Section IV
describes the RSS-based ranging technique, assuming ideal
and not ideal channel estimation, as well as the localization
algorithms used to evaluate the results for the 2D and 3D case.
Results are presented and discussed in Section V and Section
VI, respectively, along with the future research plans. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. APPLICATION SCENARIO
In current WCE procedures, in order to locate the capsule
endoscope, a sensors array [3], as shown in Fig. 1(a), is placed
on the patient’s body to receive transmission data from the pill
while it is moving along the Gastrointestinal (GI) tract.

Fig. 1. Sensor array (a), movement pattern drawn by the software provided by
Given Imaging (b) [3]

The information collected by the sensors is then processed offline by the software provided to the hospitals in order to
visually draw the movement pattern (Fig. 1(b)) of the capsule
travelling along the GI tract, depending on the landmark
chosen by the physician. The mean localization error,
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provided by, for example, the widely used Given Imaging
software, is roughly 3.8 cm [27].
With the aim of reproducing the real in-body to on-body
scenario (Fig. 1(a)) for localization purposes, laboratory and in
vivo measurements, described in Section III.A and III.B, were
performed using, as in-body source, a small UWB patch
antenna, designed to operate inside the human body [28], since
there are currently no capsule endoscopes operating at these
frequencies. A receiving UWB patch antenna, specifically
designed to operate on the surface of the human body [29] was
placed in different on-body locations in order to emulate the
sensors array (Fig. 1(a)) currently used in capsule endoscopy
procedure. The collected data were then processed off-line in
order to locate in 2D and 3D the in-body source, as it will be
explained in Section IV.

depicted in Fig. 3. Five on-body antenna positions, with a
separation of 2 cm, along y as well as along z axis, were
considered on the outer edge of the fat layer (Fig. 3).
In order to improve the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for each
in-body antenna position on the grid and each on-body
receiver, five snapshots of the channel (S21) were taken,
considering 3201 resolution points in frequency. Only values
above the noise level (– 90 dB) were taken into account. For
each snapshot the tracker calculated the distance between
antennas, as well as in-body and on-body (x, y, z) antenna
coordinates, 100 times.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
A. Phantom measurements
Experimental measurements, using a multilayer phantombased setup were conducted in the 3.1-8.5 GHz UWB
frequency band. A brief description of the testbed (Fig. 2) is
given here and further details can be found in [26].
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Fig. 3. WCE procedure vs Experimental Measured Grid

By averaging the collected data, S21, antenna separation and
antennas coordinates were evaluated.

Fig. 2. Measurement Testbed [26]

All the equipment involved in the setup is software-driven
by a laptop (Fig. 2, element 6). The 3D Cartesian positioner
(Fig. 2, element 2a) accurately moves the in-body antenna
along XYZ axis inside the two-layer phantom container (Fig.
2, element 5).
The WCE scenario involves different human tissues, mainly
colon, muscle and fat. As colon and muscle have similar
permittivity, the phantom container was designed specifically
for muscle and fat layers. Muscle phantom is widely used in
literature for in-body to on-body communications studies.
Moreover, the one created at UPV [24] precisely covers the
whole UWB frequency band and it is the most accurate so far
in literature.
A magnetic sensor is attached to the in-body and on-body
antenna so that the tracker (Fig. 2, element 4ab) can precisely
evaluate the distance between antennas as well as their
respective coordinates according to the magnetic transmitter
reference system (Fig. 3).
Measurements were performed by moving the in-body
antenna, placed inside the muscle layer, in steps of 1 cm along
x, y, z axis with grid size of (Nx=12, Ny=11, Nz=2), as

B. In vivo measurements
In vivo measurements were conducted in a living porcine
model, at the animal laboratory of the Hospital Universitari i
Politècnic la Fe in Valencia, Spain, after approval by the
Ethical Committee of Investigation of the hospital, under the
protocol WIBEC 2015/0463. A brief description of the
experiment is given in this section, in order to highlight the
main aspects. Further and more detailed informations can be
found in [30].
Same equipment (VNA and magnetic tracker) described in
Section III.A for the phantom measurements campaign was
used. As the main scenario of interest for WCE applications is
the GI tract, the in-body antenna was placed, through
laparoscopy, in three different positions inside the abdomen of
the porcine model, in order to be surrounded by either small
bowel or colon or both. For each in-body location, the onbody antenna was placed on the abdomen of a porcine model,
in direct contact with the skin (Fig. 4(a)), in thirteen different
locations, as depicted in Fig. 4(b).
Measurements were taken in the 3-6 GHz UWB frequency
band, considering 1601 resolution points in frequency.
Through the VNA, for each pair of in-body to on-body
positions five snapshots of the channel (S21) were taken.
Again, only values above the noise level (– 90 dB) were taken
into account.
As for the phantom measurements, antenna separation
distance and antenna coordinates were evaluated 100 times per
snapshot by the magnetic tracker. Finally, averaging the
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collected measurements, S21, antennas separation distance and
antennas coordinates were evaluated.

PLest ( dB ) = PLmeas (dB)

4
(3)

2. Considering a real case scenario, where the receiver
receives for a given period of time being able to detect only
few multipath components with power below a certain level
from the strongest path. In this case, the path loss can be
computed as follows:

PLest ( dB ) = −10 log10 sum( h (τ )
where h (τ )

sel

= ifft ( H ( f

) ) sel

2
sel

)

(4)

are the selected multipath

components of the channel impulse response.
From the model proposed in (2) an estimation of d can be
obtained as follows:
PLest − PL0,dref

d est =10
Fig. 4. In vivo measurements for one on-body position (a), and measured grid
for each in-body position (top view) (b)

IV. RSS-BASED RANGING & LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS
For both measurement campaigns, data from 3.1 – 5.1 GHz
are considered because for antenna distances larger than 8-9
cm measurements beyond 5.1 GHz are below the noise level
[26].
From the measured S21, the path loss is evaluated for each
in-body to on-body antenna position as follows:

(

)

2
PLmeas (dB) = −10 log10  mean H ( f ) 



(1)

where H(f) is the frequency-domain transfer function in N
resolution points computed as H ( f ) = S21 e − jφ S21 , being
S 21

and φS 21 module and phase in radians of the S21 ,

respectively.
For both measurement campaigns, path loss values within a
distance of 8 cm between in-body and on-body antenna
centers are selected due to the noise level, as pointed out at the
beginning of the section.
Selected path loss values are then fitted by a log-distance
approximation model:
 d 
=
PL ( dB ) PL0,dref ( dB ) + 10n log10 

(2)
 d ref 


where d is the distance between antenna centers, d ref is the

reference distance at 1 cm, PL0,dref is the path loss at d ref and n
is the path loss exponent.
From measurements, the performance of RSS-based
positioning is evaluated and compared under two different
assumptions:
1. Assuming an ideal receiver capable of detecting all the
multipath components of the channel impulse response (ideal
case) so through (1) the path loss can be precisely estimated
as:

10 n

⋅ d ref

(5)

where PLest is the path loss evaluated using (3) or (4) if
assuming ideal or not ideal channel estimation, respectively.
A. 2D Phantom-Based Post-processing
For the multilayer phantom measurements only two
coordinates of the in-body antenna (y and z) can be evaluated
as all receivers share the same x-coordinate (Fig. 3). In order
to estimate the in-body antenna coordinates the adaptive
linearized method described in [31] is adapted [32] and
implemented for the two dimensional case. Three receivers are
needed to find the unique solution of the linearized system of
two equations in two unknowns. No more than three receivers
are used to evaluate the 2D localization performance. Due to
the number of receivers (only five) and their configuration
(Fig. 3), using 4 or all 5 receivers and applying minimization
error techniques does not improve the estimation accuracy of
the in-body antenna coordinates.
B. 3D In vivo Post-processing
Regarding the in vivo measurements, one of the in-body
positions was discarded because the antenna separation
distances were above 8 cm for all on-body receiver positions.
A general path loss model is calculated through (2)
considering all the on-body antenna locations (Fig. 4(b)) and
the two in-body positions under study. For 3D localization, if
applying the adaptive linearized method, four receivers are
needed to directly solve the system of three equations in three
unknowns. Since in vivo measurements are not as many as
those performed in laboratory with phantom and due to the
animal’s respiration, path loss values present high standard
deviation with respect to the evaluated fitted model [30].
Therefore, for 3D localization the method described in [33] is
used. More than four receivers are selected for positioning. A
first estimation of the in-body antenna coordinates is obtained
through the Linear Least Square method. Then, the NonLinear Least Square (NLLS) approach is applied. The sum of
the square errors is minimized through the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [34]. Further details regarding the
selection criteria of the receivers as well as the performance
metrics used to evaluate the results are given in Section V.
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V. RESULTS
A. Performance Metrics
In order to assess the achieved localization accuracy, the
localization error, LE, for the 3D case and its relative error can
be defined as:
LE =

( xIB − xIB _ est ) + ( yIB − yIB _ est ) + ( zIB − zIB _ est )
2

RelLE =

2

LE
2
xIB

2
2
+ yIB
+ z IB

2

(6)
(7)
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Considering the combination of receivers leading to the best
performance, i.e. receivers 2, 4 and 3 as reference (Fig. 5),
localization accuracy was evaluated and compared in case of
ideal and not ideal channel estimation assumption, detailed in
Section IV. As already mentioned, in case of ideal channel
(case 1), the path loss is computed as in (1). In case of not
ideal channel (case 2) the path loss is evaluated through (4),
by selecting all the multipath components whose power is
above or equal to the maximum of the Power Delay Profile
minus a certain threshold, specifically 5 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB,
respectively.

where ( xIB , yIB , z IB ) and ( xIB _ est , yIB _ est , z IB _ est ) are the real

and estimated coordinates of the in-body antenna,
respectively.
For the 2D case, (6) and (7) are calculated omitting the xcoordinate as for the specific receivers configuration (Fig. 3) it
cannot be estimated.
Moreover, the relative errors on the estimation of the inbody antenna coordinates can be evaluated individually as
follows:

RelErrxIB =

RelErryIB =

RelErrzIB =

xIB _ est − xIB
xIB
yIB _ est − yIB
yIB
z IB _ est − z IB
z IB

(8)

(9)

(10)

B. 2D Localization Results
As detailed in Section IV, for the multilayer phantom-based
measurements path loss values related to antennas distances
up to 8 cm are fitted through (2), being d0=1 cm, PL0,dref=24.43 dB and n=9.69.
In order to estimate the (yIB, zIB) coordinates of the in-body
antenna different combination of three receivers (one taken as
reference) were considered to directly solve the linearized
system in [31] with two equations. Fig. 5(a) depicts the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the relative
localization error, computed as in (7), for three different
combinations of three receivers. In Fig. 5(b) the true locations
of the in-body antenna (given by the magnetic tracker) are
represented versus the estimated ones for the same
combinations of receivers. Results show how the receivers
selected for localization impact the accuracy of the results.
Particularly, the combination of receivers 2,4 and 3, taken as
reference, leads to lower relative error values compared to the
other combinations, as it is experiencing on average the
highest level of received power [35], [36]. Similar results were
obtained for the same combinations of receivers in a narrower
frequency band (3.1-4.1 GHz) [32].

Fig. 5. CDF of relative localization error (a), and true vs estimated location of
in-body antenna (b)

Fig. 6(a) shows that considering the components with
power below 10/20 dB from the maximum (magenta and
green curve), almost same performance as for the ideal
channel case are obtained, while slightly worse performance is
observed when considering the components below 5 dB (blue
curve). This is also noticeable in Fig. 6(b) where, using the
same combination of receivers, an example of tracking
considering the in-body antenna moving in steps of 1 cm
along y-axis, for x = 1 and z = 2, is presented. It is important to
mention that for this track, the distance between the in-body
antenna and some on-body receivers is sometimes higher than
8 cm. Thus, for such points the path loss model used for
ranging estimation does not include such distances, leading to
some inaccuracies. In fact, it is worth observing in Fig. 6(b)
that for all the considered cases, the estimation error is higher
for the outer points of movement of the in-body antenna i.e.,
1-4, 10, 11. For these positions the distance between in-body
antenna and receivers 2, 3 is outside the region of validity of
the evaluated path loss model. This means more inaccuracy in
the ranging distance calculation in (5) and consequently more
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uncertainty in the estimation of the in-body antenna
coordinates ( yIB , z IB ).
Regarding the localization performance, considering ideal
channel estimation (case 1) an average relative localization
error of 4.7 % corresponding to a LE = 0.72 cm is achieved.
For not ideal channel estimation (case 2), considering
components with power below 5 dB from the maximum, an
average relative error of 5.7 % (LE = 0.86 cm) is obtained.
This means that in a realistic scenario (not ideal channel
estimation) the inability of the receiver to perfectly
characterize the channel affects the positioning accuracy
leading to an increase of 1% in the localization error, in this
case under study.
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relative localization error, computed as in (7), are presented in
Table I. Labels Tx1 and Tx2 indicate the error values related
to the first and the second in-body position under study,
respectively. Results show that this localization method,
unlike for the 2D case, is not suitable in this realistic scenario,
leading to high inaccuracy, especially for in-body position
Tx2. In order to improve the performance, as mentioned in
Section IV.B, the NLLS method was applied to minimize
possible inaccuracy in the ranging distance estimation through
the derived path loss model. Results obtained by applying
such method for different number of receivers are presented in
Table I. For each case, receivers experiencing the highest
relative received power were selected.
Results in Table I show that implementing the NLLS
method significantly improves the estimation accuracy,
especially for the second in-body position whose relative error
drops up to less than 1.5 %, by using 7/10 receivers. However,
by increasing the number of receivers from 7 to 10 and from 7
to 13 the relative localization error slightly decreases for inbody position Tx1 but not for position Tx2. In fact, passing
from 10 to 13 receivers means, for in-body position Tx1
having one receiver outside the region of validity of the path
loss model (≥8 cm) and for position Tx2 having three of them.
This clearly affects the ranging accuracy and adds uncertainty
when applying the minimization error algorithm. As for both
in-body positions increasing the number of receivers up to 10
leads to fairly good performance, results presented in the
remainder of this section were obtained applying the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm by selecting those ten
receivers experiencing the highest power.
TABLE I
LOCALIZATION ERRORS FOR DIFFERENT APPROACHES
Method

Fig. 6. Relative localization error (a) and example of tracking for in-body
antenna moving along y-axis, for x = 1 and z = 2 (b), for ideal and not ideal
channel

C. 3D Localization Results
For the in vivo measurements, as detailed in Section IV,
path loss values related to antennas distances below or equal
to 8 cm are fitted through (2), as for the 2D case, resulting
d0=1 cm, PL0,dref= 21.84 dB and n=5.44. In this case the
dispersion of the path loss values with respect to the fitting
model is higher (RMSE ~ 28) [30]. This is due to the fact that
measurements were conducted in a realistic and different
scenario with respect to the laboratory environment.
Moreover, much less measurement points with respect to the
laboratory measurements campaign, are available to derived a
path loss model, as mentioned in Section IV.B.
In order to compare the goodness of the localization
method, in-body antenna coordinates were firstly estimated as
for the 2D case, i.e. by solving the linearized system in [31]
using four receivers (3D case). Performance in terms of

RelLE (%)

Tx1

Tx2

Linearized System

38.5

2848

NLLS (7 Rxs)
NLLS (10 Rxs)
NLLS (13 Rxs)

1.81
1.48
1.21

1.41
1.40
2.82

In order to compare the goodness of the obtained path loss
model for the 2D case, 3D localization performance were
evaluated by using the phantom path loss model given in
Section V.B. Table II compares the relative localization error
obtained using the general path loss model obtained from the
in vivo measurements with the one derived from the multilayer
phantom-based measurements. Using the phantom model
leads to an increment of 3-4 % in the localization error.
TABLE II
LOCALIZATION ERRORS USING DIFFERENT PL MODELS
RelLE (%)

PL Model

Tx1

Tx2

General In Vivo

1.52

1.66

Phantom-based

4.48

6.13

As explained at the beginning of this section, due to the
differences between the two path loss models, better results, as
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expected, were obtained by using the fitting model related to
the specific scenario (in vivo).
As for the 2D case, performance considering ideal and not
ideal channel were evaluated. Table III and Table IV report,
for in-body position Tx1 and Tx2, respectively, the
localization error LE and its relative error RelLE as well as the
relative and absolute errors on the estimation of xIB , yIB and
z IB for ideal and not ideal channel case, using the general in
vivo path loss model.
TABLE III
LOCALIZATION ERRORS FOR IN-BODY POSITION TX1
Ideal -10 dB
-5 dB
RelLE (%)
1.48
1.27
1.11
LE (cm)

0.97

0.83

0.72

RelErrxIB (%)

1.03

0.93

0.81

AbsErrxIB (cm)

0.66

0.60

0.52

RelErryIB (%)

5.93

4.85

2.87

AbsErryIB (cm)

0.28

0.23

0.14

RelErrzIB (%)

6.40

5.19

4.77

AbsErrzIB (cm)

0.65

0.52

0.48

TABLE IV
LOCALIZATION ERRORS FOR IN-BODY POSITION TX2
Ideal
-10 dB -5 dB
RelLE (%)

1.40

1.71

1.86

LE (cm)

0.91

1.12

1.21

RelErrxIB (%)

0.55

0.78

0.41

AbsErrxIB (cm)

0.35

0.50

0.26

RelErryIB (%)

6.44

8.65

5.53

AbsErryIB (cm)

0.21

0.29

0.18

RelErrzIB (%)

8.34

9.81

11.99

AbsErrzIB (cm)

0.82

0.96

1.17

Results, considering ideal and not ideal channel, show that
the lowest localization errors are obtained in the estimation of
xIB for both in-body positions. As reported in Table III, for inbody position Tx1 error values calculated considering ideal
channel are slightly higher than those obtained for the not
ideal channel case. For in-body position Tx2 same behavior is
observed in the estimation of xIB and yIB , in Table IV.
Although the difference between error values in both cases is
not critical, this closely depends on the evaluated path loss
model, in Section IV.B. As pointed out in the same section,
few in vivo measurement points are available to derive a
model. In fact, as detailed in [30], measured path loss values
present a higher standard deviation with respect to the
calculated fitting model, compared to the 2D case. Moreover,
the pig’s respiration might also have been affecting the
relative received power and thus the accuracy of the
localization.
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VI. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
Summarizing the results, it was found that for the 2D case
the combination of three receivers experiencing the highest
power leads to the best performance in terms of relative
localization error. This is in line with the way current WCE
localization algorithms work [36], [37]. Considering ideal
channel estimation an average relative localization error of
4.7% (0.72 cm) has been obtained. For not ideal channel
estimation case, the accuracy slightly decreases, as expected,
resulting into a relative localization error on average of 5.7 %
(0.86 cm).
For 3D localization, best performance was achieved by
selecting those ten receivers experiencing the highest received
power. In case of ideal channel estimation, considering both
in-body locations under study, an average relative localization
error of 1.4 % (0.94 cm) has been obtained. For not ideal
channel estimation case, the localization error is slightly
lower, with respect to the ideal case, due to the derived path
loss model.
It is important to mention that for both, laboratory and in
vivo measurements, the orientation of the in-body and on-body
antenna was kept the same, in order to better investigate the
effect of the propagation channel on the localization
performance. In real applications, this condition is not
satisfied at all and the unknown orientation of the capsule
inside the GI tract affects the localization accuracy. As part of
the future work, further experimental measurements could be
performed to take into account the misorientation between
antennas. As a matter of fact, the directionality (or null) in the
radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna could be
exploited to estimate its orientation through several on-body
receivers, as presented in a recent study in [38].
Additionally, a possible solution to overcome signal losses,
due to orientation changes of the in-body antenna, could be the
use of circularly polarized in-body antennas which are less
vulnerable to polarization mismatches and multipath
distortion.
Results presented in this paper show the importance of the
path loss model for localization using the received signal
strength. Although the methodology used is valid for any
separating distance between in-body and on-body antenna, the
derived path loss models are not valid for antennas distance
above 8 cm due to our particular measurement setup. More
extensive measurements campaigns are being arranged in
order to derive a more accurate and general path loss model as
well as, in case of in vivo experiment, further studies on the
impact of the animal’s respiration on the received power are
being conducted.
Finally, combination of RSS-based approach with other
localization technique (image-based, for example) will be
explored in order to improve the positioning accuracy.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, performance of RSS-based localization
technique, for in-body to on-body communications in the 3.15-1 GHz UWB frequency band have been investigated
through experimental laboratory measurements and in vivo
experiment. 2D localization is performed using experimental
measurements conducted through a customized multilayer
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phantom-based testbed. In this case, an adaptive linearized
method, considering different combinations of three receivers,
is sufficient to estimate the in-body antenna coordinates. 3D
localization is performed using data collected during a
recently conducted in vivo experiment in a living pig. In this
more realistic case, due to the high dispersion of the path loss
values with respect to the fitting model, Least Square and Non
Linear Least Square methods have been implemented for the
estimation of the in-body antenna coordinates. For both, 2D
and 3D, cases performance obtained under the assumption of
ideal and not ideal channel estimation have been analyzed.
Results presented in this paper constitute a first step in the
testing of RF-based localization techniques in more realistic
environments compared to software simulations platforms.
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